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Let G be a topological group. By a G-space X we mean a topological 
space X together with a left action of G on X. Under the assumption 
that G is a compact Lie group, a discrete group or an abelian locally 
compact group, we constructed in [5] (see also [6]) an equivariant homo
logy and cohomology theory, defined on the category of all G-pairs and 
G-maps, which both satisfy all seven equivariant Eilenberg-Steenrod 
axioms and which have the given covariant coefficient system k and con
travariant coefficient system m, respectively, as coefficients. We shall 
here describe a simpler construction of such equivariant homology and 
cohomology theories which also is valid for an arbitrary topological 
group G. This simpler construction is described in [6] although main 
use is still made of the original more complicated construction. We shall 
also discuss some further properties of these equivariant homology and 
cohomology theories. 

For actions by discrete groups equivariant cohomology and homology 
theories of this type exist before (see G. Bredon [1], [2] and Th. Bröcker 
[3]). 

I have been informed by A. Wasserman that S. Willson has also observed 
that my original construction can be modified to give the simpler one 
described below. 

1. Equivariant singular theory. In the following G denotes an arbitrary 
topological group. Let JR be a ring with unit. By an JR-module we mean a 
unitary left /^-module. 

DEFINITION 1. A family y of subgroups of G is called an orbit type 
family for G if the following is true: if He ^ and H' is conjugate to H9 then 

Thus, the family of all closed subgroups and the family of all finite 
subgroups of G are examples of orbit type families for G. A more special 
example is the following. Let G = 0(n) and let 3F be the family of all 
subgroups conjugate to 0(m) (standard imbedding) for some m, where 
0 ^ m ^ n. 

DEFINITION 2. Let ^ be an orbit type family for G. A covariant coefficient 
system k for 3F over the ring R is a covariant functor from the category of 
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G-spaces of the form G/H, where He«f, and G-homotopy classes of 
G-maps to the category of R-modules. 

A contravariant coefficient system m is defined by the contravariant 
version of the above definition. 

THEOREM 1. Let G be a topological group. Let 3F be an orbit type family 
for G and let k be a covariant coefficient system for SF over the ring R. 
Then there exists an equivariant homology theory H%( ;k) defined on the 
category of all G-pairs and all G-maps (and with values in the category of 
R-modules) which satisfies all seven equivariant Eilenberg-Steenrod 
axioms, and which has the given coefficient system k as coefficients. 

By the statement that H§( ;k) satisfies the equivariant dimension 
axiom and has k as coefficients, we mean the following. If H e !F, then 

H°{G/H;k) = 0 for n * 0, 

and there exists an isomorphism 

y:H%(G/H;k)^k(G/H) 

which commutes with homomorphisms induced by G-maps a :G/H -> G/K, 
where H,Ke^. The meaning of the rest of Theorem 1 is clear. Let us 
only point out that the equivariant excision axiom is satisfied in the follow
ing strong sense. An inclusion of the form 

i:(X-U,A-U)^(X,A) 

where H e / (U and A are G-subsets of the G-space X) induces iso
morphisms 

iV H%(X-U,A-U;k)^ H?(X, A ;k) 

for all n. 

THEOREM 2. Let G and IF be as above, and let m be a contravariant 
coefficient system for 3F over the ring R. Then there exists an equivariant 
cohomology theory H%( ;m) defined on the category of all G-pairs and 
all G-maps which satisfies all seven equivariant Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms 
and has the given coefficient system m as coefficients. 

Construction of H%(X;k). Let Aw be the standard n-simplex. First 
observe that if h:An x G/K ->A„ x G/K', where X, K' e &, is a G-map 
which covers id:Aw -> AM then h determines a unique G-homotopy class 
of G-maps from G/K to G/K', and thus h induces a unique homomor-
phismh*:k(G/K) -» k(G/K'). Let X be a G-space. An equivariant singular 
n-simplex in X is a G-map T: An x G/K -> X, where K is some subgroup 
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of G. We call K for the type of T9 and denote t(T) = K. Define 

CÏ(X;k)= X ®(ZT®k(G/t(T))) 

where the direct sum is over all equivariant singular n-simplexes T in 
X with t(T) G # \ Here ZT denotes the infinite cyclic group on the generator 
X and the tensor product is over the integers. The boundary homomor
phism ê:C%(X;k) -» C^L^Xj/c) is defined in the usual way. Define a 
relation ~ (it is not symmetric) among the elements of the form T® a, 
aek(G/t(T)\ in C°{X;k) as follows. Let T® a ~ T' ® a' if there exists 
a G-map h:An x G/t(T) -» A„ x G/t(T'\ which covers id:Aw -> A„, such 
that T = T'h and /^(a) = a'. Define C%(X;k) to be the submodule of 
C„(X; k) consisting of all elements of the form £-= 1 (Tt ® at- T\ ® a[\ 
where Tt ® at ~ T; ® aj or T\ ® a[ ~ T̂  ® at, i = 1,.. . , s. Then define 
C^(Z;fc) = C^(X;/c)/C^(X;fc) and observe that d induces a boundary 
homomorphism d: C^(X; fe) -» C _̂ i(X; fe). Finally define 

H%(X;k) = nth homology of the chain complex {C„(X\k\ dn}. 

The relative groups H%(X, A;k) for a G-pair (X, ,4), the boundary homo
morphism d:Hn(X,A',k) -+ H^iiAik), and induced homomorphisms 
j\:H«{X,A\k)-+H«{Y,B\k) by a G-map ƒ: (X, A) -» (Y,£) are then 
defined in the obvious way. The equivariant homotopy and excision 
axioms are proved by imitating the proofs of the homotopy and excision 
axioms for ordinary singular homology given in Eilenberg-Steenrod [4]. 
The proof of the equivariant dimension axiom is trivial. We call this 
equivariant homology theory for "equivariant singular homology with 
coefficients in k." 

The "equivariant singular cohomology theory with coefficients in a 
contravariant coefficient system m" is constructed by a procedure dual 
to the one described above. 

We shall now formulate the functoriality property in the transformation 
group G. Let G' be another topological group, $F' an orbit type family 
for G', and k' a covariant coefficient system for 3F' over R. Assume that 
cp: G' -> G is a continuous homomorphism such that (p(H') e !F if H' G ^'. 
Let 3>:k' -> k be a natural transformation of covariant coefficient systems 
with respect to the homomorphism q>\G' -• G. By this we mean that for 
each H' e^' we have a homomorphism Q>:k'(G'/H') -> k(G/(p(H')\ such 
that if K'eP' and a:G'/H' -* G'/K' is a G'-map, then <DaH{= (p((x)*Q>. 
Here (p(a):G/(p(Hf) -+ G/(p(K') is given by <p(a){gq>{H')) = g(p(g>(K') 
where a(g'H') = g'g'o^'. 

If Yis a G-space we denote by Y' the same topological space considered 
as a G'-space through cp ; that is, G' acts on Y' by g'j; = cp{g')y, yeY'= Y, 
g'eG'. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let the notation be as above and let (Y, B) be a G-pair. 
Then we have induced homomorphisms 

(cp,^:H^{Y',B';k')^H^Y,B;k) 

for all n, which commute with the boundary homomorphism and with 
homomorphisms induced by G-maps. 

Next we consider transfer homomorphisms. Let A a G be a closed 
subgroup of G, such that A\G is a finite set. We say that a G-map 
P:G/H^G/K is of type "A" if we have p(eH) = a0K, where a0eA. 
If /? is of type "An we can define an ,4-map /?l: A/A n H -• A/A n K by 
the condition /?!(e(.4 n /ƒ)) = a0(A n X). Let #"' be an orbit type family 
for A, such that if H e 3F then H n Ae SF\ and let k' be a covariant 
coefficient system for IF' over .R. Let 0!:fe -• k' be a natural transfor
mation of transfer type with respect to the inclusion A c> G. By this we 
mean that for every H e . f we have a homomorphism <I>!:k(G/H) -» 
fc'M/X n # ) such that if K e J^ and j3:G/# -> G/K is a G-map of type 
"A" then <&*/?* = (j8%0!. If 7 is a G-space we denote by Y' the ,4-space 
obtained by restricting the action to the subgroup A. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let the notation be as above and let (Y, B) be a G-pair. 
Then we have transfer homomorphisms 

i:l:H°{Y9B;k)-* HÎ(Y',B';kï) 

for all n, which commute with the boundary homomorphism and with 
homomorphisms induced by G-maps. 

Assume that A\G consists of 5 elements and that the orbit type family 
J* for G is such that if H e SF then also i n H e « f . Also assume that 
for each He^ the composite homomorphism 

k(G/H) * kf(A/A nH)% k(G/A nH)h k(G/H) 

equals the identity. 

PROPOSITION 5. Let the notation be as above. Then the composite 

H„G(Y;/c) i Ht(Y';k'){^k HG
n{Y;k) 

equals multiplication by s* 

The corresponding cohomology versions of Propositions 3-5 are also 
valid. 

Let k and m be a covariant and a contravariant coefficient system, 
respectively, over a commutative ring R. A pairing œ of k and m consists 
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of the following. For each H e S* we have a homomorphism of K-modules 

co:tn(G/H)®Rk(G/H)^R 

such that if K e & and a: G/H -» G/X is a G-map then 

œ(a ®R oc*(b)) = co((x^(a) ®R b), a e m(G/K\ b e k{G/H). 

Such a pairing co of m and k gives rise to a pairing 

<,}:Hn
G(X;m)®RH?(X;k)^R 

which we call the Kronecker index. The Kronecker index gives rise to 
the homomorphism 

v:Hn
G(X;m) - HomR{H°(X;k)9 R) 

defined by v(rj)(^) = <IJ, £>, where rj e Hn
G(X;m) and <J e H?(X;k). 

We say that a contravariant coefficient system m is a commutative 
ring coefficient system if m(G/H) is a commutative ring for each H e êF 
and all induced homomorphisms are ring homomorphisms, and moreover 
m(G/G) = R and the K-module structure on m(G/H) is the same as the 
one induced by the ring homomorphism p*:R = m(G/G) -> m(G/H). If m 
is a commutative ring coefficient system, we have cup-products 

[j:Hn{X;m) ®R Hp{X;m) -• ifM+p(X;m). 
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